BOSTON UNVERSITY HEAD COACH JACK PARKER QUOTES
Overall Comments:
The goal of every BU hockey team is to make sure we win enough games in the regular
season to get home ice in the Hockey East playoffs and to get selected to the national
tournament on the basis of our regular-season play without having to win our
(conference) tournament.
If you said that the entire college hockey season ended today, we would say we had a
very successful season. But that isn’t how college hockey, and certainly not Boston
University hockey, is measured. We will be judged on how well we do from here on out,
when the two biggest tournaments are available and the biggest championships are
available.
So far, so good. Now it’s clean the slate. It’s all new – everybody’s got a chance. As Al
McGuire used to say ‘We’re in position to be position’, so we’ll see how it all works out.
On facing a historical rival like Maine in a 1-8 matchup:
At this stage of the game, everybody worries if your team is going to be ready for the
playoffs; it doesn’t matter if you’re a four playing a five or a one playing an eight. We
have been involved on both ends on it. We’ve been a one team that got beat by an eight
team, and we have been an eight team that’s beaten a one team. So we know exactly what
can happen in that round, and hopefully our guys know that. The good part about that is
that the last time we played Maine, they tied us 2-2 in what was a really well-played,
tough contest for us and for them – a really good college hockey game. It’s not like we
blew them out and we think it’s going to be an easy game.
On the keys factor in the team’s run since the losses to Vermont in November:
After the Vermont series, we were ranked 35th in the nation in penalty kill, and today we
are ranked fourth. From that time on, we’ve been the best penalty-team in the nation, and
that has been a big boost for us. The turnaround came with confidence in our special
teams. The power play kept going – it was going well and it got even better – and the
penalty kill really took off. We also started getting into some games right after that like
BC. I would say that was the real turnaround. We tied them here, 1-1, and then beat them
up at BC; in fact, I think that we played better in the game that we tied here. I’ve always
thought that a good outing against BC can boost our team, because there is so much
pressure in those games.

